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Why Evaluate?

• Make programs better!!

• Ensure you are 

achieving your mission 

and goals

• Build your organization’s 

credibility and become 

more competitive

• Document changes that 

can be shared with 

stakeholders



Today

■ Consider Challenges with 

Evaluation Blinders

■ Negotiate 10 common barriers 

to Evaluation

■ Review Validated Measures of 

Evaluation



BENEFITS BASED 
THINKING IN PLAY, 
LEISURE, AND 
RECREATION

PLR
Good 
Stuff?



The Benefits of Play “Sport Complexes”

■ Helps kids stay fit and healthy!

■ Involves teamwork!

■ Getting kids outside!

■ Improves gross motor skills!

■ Boosts self-confidence and self-esteem!

■ Improves local economies!



South Hill Soccer Complex (Improvement)

■ Public Hearing Concerns

– Development

– Traffic

– Property Crime

– Environment

– Property Values

Developer (1999), “we won’t see a meaningful impact 

in these areas, we will preserve the natural spaces”
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Farmers Markets

■ Taste Real LOCAL Flavor!

■ Enjoy the SEASON’s Bounty!

■ Support Family Farmers & 

LOCAL Business!

■ Connect you with YOUR 

community!



■ “My customers can’t get to me,” Swank said. “They’re 

blocking the street off for basically Saturday, and my 

Saturday’s are big for picking up repair, dropping off repair, I 

sell a lot of wedding gifts when people come in and they’re 

not coming.”

■ “Farmers say they must add markets to their weekly rotation 

to earn the same money they did a few years ago, reducing 

their time in the field and adding employee hours.”



The Trap of (only) Benefits 
Based Thinking

■ “…we had a very deep belief in what 

were social experiences that we 

would build — an ability for people all 

around the world to connect, and 

that people can have social 

experiences.” (S. Sandberg, 2018)



Evaluation Blinders and 
Barriers

■ In the Sport Complex, Farmer 
Market, and Facebook…we 
focused on the benefit

■ In Play, Leisure, and Recreation we 
may focus to heavily on benefits 
and not consider the costs

– What about the other 51 
weeks (camp-sickness)?

■ Where else do we have evaluation 
blinders?



BARRIER 1: Lack of 
evaluation expertise

■ College and university faculty and 

students can serve as resources  

collaborators, or consultants

■ Collaboration elements: equal 

partners, sensitive to organization 

needs/history, openness, ability to 

leverage strengths to overcome 

weaknesses, clear communication.



BARRIER 2: Evaluation hasn’t 
been a priority in the past

■ Organizations fund what they value, 

and they value what they fund

■ Treat evaluation like a “program 

area” that receives appropriate 

resources and staff attention

■ Identify your needs well in advance; 

Begin with the end in mind



BARRIER 3: We offer lots of activities and 
target many outcomes; Evaluation will be a 
nightmare

• Don’t try to target too many outcomes in one 
program.  Don’t collect data you’re not going to use.

• What outcomes are most central to your mission? 
(For example…is satisfaction part of your mission?)

• As you think about outcomes, consider the 
relationship between what you do and the result for 
participants



BARRIER 4: Unsure about what types of 
data we should collect

• Data collection begins with good evaluation 
questions 

• Using numeric scales (quantitative data) as well as 
open-ended questions or oral responses (qualitative 
data) can help you answer different questions

• Consider your capacity to collect and analyze the 
data, and then collect what you can manage.



BARRIER 5: Limited 
experience with data 
collection and 
analysis

• Use your collaborator or 

consultant to help you use 

the best approach for data 

analysis given your 

questions, your method, 

an the quality of your data.

• Web-based tools designed 

to produce simple results 

can help



BARRIER 6: Not sure how to 
report findings in a meaningful 
way

■ Graphically represent your results

■ Integrate findings with other 

organizational info: context, history, 

activities, performance

■ Highlight key findings to diverse 

stakeholders

■ Train yourself:  YouTube, Google



BARRIER 7: We tried evaluation 
last year, and it wasn’t 
successful 

■ Consider questions you wish you had 
asked (Gee I wish I…)

■ Assess how the evaluation was 
actually implemented (Did staff have 
buy-in?, Was the evaluation 
implemented with fidelity?)

■ Celebrate negative and null results 
(they NEED to be talked about!!)

■ Improve your evaluation process and 
methods for next time



BARRIER 8: No one reads the 
survey questions, they just quickly 
mark an answer (or skip it)

■ Tell them why it matters!  How will your 
organization be better because of their 
feedback?

■ Assign staff to closely monitor on-site 
survey processes

■ Provide incentives to encourage quality 
completion

■ If you use online surveys, must ensure a 
fail-safe way to collect email addresses.

■ Have follow-up processes to give people a 
2nd opportunity to respond.



BARRIER 9: Stakeholders don’t 
seem to care about evaluation

■ Tell stakeholders why their input is important, and 

how they can get involved in the evaluation process.  

Help them understand how critical they are to the 

ongoing quality of the experience.

■ Don’t rely on only one method of communication for 

engaging stakeholders in evaluation 

processes…some systems may fail, some are more 

effective than others

■ Market your evaluation efforts intentionally (like a 

separate program)



BARRIER 10: Our eval form was 
created years ago, but we don’t 
know how to improve it

■ Use existing, previously tested and 

validated measures, scales, 

instruments (avoid “redoing the 

wheel”)

■ Be careful with customization

■ If you choose to design your own, do 

it right. 



Sample Measures



Questions, Thoughts, Witty Anecdotes?

Ryan Gagnon

rjgagno@Clemson.edu

Barry Garst

bgarst@Clemson.edu
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